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ATALIAN acquires the CADIOU Group to
strengthen its presence in Western France
The French Group ATALIAN, a major service provider, has just acquired CADIOU;
a family-run group specialized in engineering services and electrical maintenance.
Created in 1947 and established in Brittany, the CADIOU Group is specialized in
electrical engineering, installation, maintenance, and compliance and troubleshooting. It
works with a diversified clientele composed of public markets (e.g. marine), local
authorities, small and medium companies, large groups operating in the industrial
sectors (agribusiness, quarries, manufacturers) and corporate sectors (construction).
Thanks to its 156 employees, CADIOU Group generates an annual turnover of 18 M€
and offers a complete range of services, such as:
 High and low voltage, HVAC, Mechanics
 Automation and industrial computing
For Bruno Gstach, the Director of ATALIAN’s technical services division: “This operation
allows us to strengthen our presence in Western France and to incorporate a company,
skilled in the maintenance of high and low voltage. Not only is ATALIAN’s technical
maintenance division capable of intervening across the entire country, the division is part
of a more global approach to the development of ATALIAN’s FM offering in France”.
For Sébastien Lastapis, President of ATALIAN France: « This operation is part of the
Group’s business development strategy. In the next two years, we want our external
growth efforts to focus on technical maintenance, security and landscaping service lines,
in order to develop our FM offering.”
For this operation, ATALIAN was advised by Gilles Chabot, an Associate from Wagram.
Focus on ATALIAN’s Technical Maintenance division in France
ATALIAN Multitech is structure according to several specialties:
 Monitoring buildings: management of facilities, management of outsourced
services
 Technical Maintenance: HVAC, high/low voltage, fluid networks, safety of
equipment, people and goods
 All types of works: air conditioning, heating, plumbing, ventilation
 Management of industrial facilities
 Energy performance
 Monitoring and prevention, 24 hour on-call
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About ATALIAN:
With a turnover of 3 billion euros, more than 125 000 employees and a presence in 33
countries, Atalian is an independent leader of facility management. The Group boasts more
than 32 000 clients in both the private and public sectors. Its offer revolves around a number
of key service lines: Cleaning, Security, Technical Maintenance and Energy Management,
Front of house, Catering, Landscaping and Finishing Works.
Visit: www.atalian.com or our ATALIAN Linkedin Company page
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